SUPPLIER CAPABILITIES
SPOTLIGHT

Reiser
For more than 50 years, Reiser has
been a leading supplier of processing
and packaging equipment to the cheese
industry. During that time, the company
has gained recognition for its high-quality equipment, innovative technology and
outstanding service and support.

Vemag Cheese Block Former

Supervac Vacuum Chamber Cheese Packaging

The innovative Vemag Cheese Block
Forming system eliminates waste by
repurposing cheese trim, ends, scraps and
other pieces to produce cheese blocks.
This solution combines a Vemag Stuffer
with a Reiser-engineered cheese block
forming and extruding attachment. The
Vemag Cheese Block Former extrudes
exact-weight cheese blocks with consistent dimensions and clean, uniform
edges. This innovative solution eliminates waste by repurposing cheese trim,
ends, scraps and other pieces to produce
cheese blocks. A common application for
this system is the production of cheddar
cheese blocks for retail.

Supervac is a leading manufacturer of
automatic belt vacuum chamber packaging machines, shrink tanks and dryers.
Supervac packaging machines produce
the best package seals in the industry.
They feature a double biactive high-pressure sealing system. Heat and pressure are
applied from above and below the packaging material to produce not just one
seal, but two superior seals. A Supervac
can easily handle all types of bags and
packaging materials, including foil packaging. The sealing system virtually eliminates leakers, rework and returns.

Vemag Cheese Shredder & Portioner

Reiser and Vemag have designed a
variety of cheese shredding and portioning systems for all types of applications
and production requirements. This solution is ideal for dispensing precise portions of shredded cheese onto pizza and
prepared meals. The system combines a
Vemag Portioner with a Cheese Shredder
& Portioning attachment. Cheese blocks
and scraps are loaded into the Vemag’s
hopper. The cheese is gently pumped to
the Shredding & Portioning attachment,
where it is precisely portioned, shredded and deposited directly onto the conveyed product - cleanly and evenly with
no mess. Depositing consistent portions
onto moving lines is easily accomplished.
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